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Chairman’s Comments
              by Neal Kennedy

Brett Driscoll deserves a big time pat on the
back for an excellent Chapter Judging Meet

in April.  The Friday night tech session was
informative as well as entertaining.  Judging
Saturday was completed ahead of schedule!  And
Al Grenning’s stamp pad session that followed
was certainly an eye-opener.  I’ll let Brett give you
the details in his article.

Next on the activity agenda is the big “Heart of
America” Regional meet in Joplin May 14-16.
That’s a Thursday start with placement of the cars
indoors along with the operations checks.  The
rest of the three-day schedule is detailed in your
Driveline magazine.  Mike Aichele and Phil Gray
are putting the crew together for the Oklahoma
gang’s part in the three-chapter event.  The St.
Louis, Kansas City and Oklahoma Chapters
combine forces to make it happen.

More news on Mike Aichele.  Mike and Nancy
surprised me when I walked out of Ollie’s following
the Friday night technical seminar at our Chapter
meet.  He was behind the wheel of a 2015
Corvette!  A big smile greeted me as the window
came down for Nancy on the passenger side.
“Wow!  How long have you had this?” I had to ask.
Mike looked at the dash and answered, “About 48-
miles ago.  We just picked it up.”  So, that’s why
they came into the session just a little late.  That’s
allowed, especially when the conflict is closing the
deal on a beautiful new C7.  You’ll no doubt get to
see it in Joplin if not at the breakfast this Saturday.
Nice ride, folks.

Speaking of the new Vettes, the information on the
latest flagship of the Chevrolet fleet keeps trickling
in for our amazement.  Like just how slippery
those things are.  Would you believe the lift figures

on a plain Jane C7 are lower than the aero-
enhanced C6 ZR1?  How’d they do it?  We’ve all
read how the air comes in the front of the C7 but
then goes out of the hole in the hood with less than
half of what’s left leaving by the side vents.  Not
around the engine and under the car.  I was
surprised at the man hours and computer time
involved in determining the angle of the radiator.
Mounted with the top tilted back since the C3 days,
the C7 radiator is actually tilted forward at the top.

All those other air inlets got the same extensive
experimentation.  Not just making them functional
but reducing aerodynamic drag while maximizing
cooling.  When I read the book All Corvettes Are
Red, I was amazed at the aerodynamic
considerations the engineers used in the design
and testing of the C5.  Now, the C7 manages to
take drag reduction efforts to a new level.  This ol’
Oklahoma kid just can’t get past the “gee-whiz”
factor.

The engineers tried more than 20 configurations
for the outside rearview mirrors.  A lot of trial and
error was used in addition to the computer models.
Part of the reason the new cars get such good gas
mileage is aerodynamics, along with fuel injection,
gears and onboard computers.  What a great time
in the history of motorsports to be alive.

Some interesting numbers.  You may remember
several years ago, Toyota passed General Motors
as the top dog in the vehicle manufacturing wars.
The General had been number one for over 70
years.  Now, Toyota becomes the first to crank out
more than 10 million vehicles in a single year.  That
was 2014.  In the first quarter this year, according
to the Associated Press, the Japanese automaker
is still on top.  But not by much.  It’s a tight race.
Toyota had worldwide sales of 2.52 million.
Volkswagen Group 2.49.  GM 2.4 million.

Speaking of General Motors, didjaknow Buick is



Attitude  Adjustment Night

The gathering place for our May Attitude
       Adjustment Night on Tuesday evening,
May 19, will be The Rib Crib Restaurant,
8040 South Yale.  We have the use of a meeting room
for our group.

The  time  people  start  to  arrive  is 5:30  p.m.  Most
are there before 6:00 p.m. The food is quite good and
Tuesday night is “Rib Night” - all the ribs and side
orders that you can eat for $13.99.  There are specials
on beer, too.

May Breakfast Meeting

Our monthly breakfast will take place on
        Saturday, May 2.  The location is Ollie’s Station
Restaurant in the Redfork area of West Tulsa. The
address is  4070 Southwest Blvd. The phone number
is (918)446-0524, in case you need it.

You can choose the buffet or you can order from the
menu. The time to be there is 8:30 a.m., but people
always start arriving by 8:00 - 8:15 a.m.

2015 Dues Notice
by Don Partridge

Here we are in the month of May and if you still
need

         to renew your membership in the Oklahoma
 Chapter NCRS,. please pay now.

   Annual dues of $15 should be paid this month.

the first U.S. automaker to make it into Consumer
Reports magazine annual top ten survey.  The top
picks were dominated by Japanese and German
manufacturers with Buick coming in seventh.  The
magazine has published the top ten list for 19 years!

Quick bit of racing news.  I was kinda distracted last
month and neglected my usual update.  Corvette
Daytona Prototype drivers filled the podium for the
overall winners at the Twelve Hours of Sebring.  The
Action Express Racing Team was first.  Wayne Taylor
Racing was second.  The Spirit of Daytona Corvette
DP third.  So, what’s the big deal?  It’s the first time
Chevrolet has taken the overall win since 1965.  No
kiddin’…and it’s the first EVER podium sweep for the
General at Sebring.

Not bad, eh?

Bring your wallet or checkbook on Saturday,
May 2, to renew your membership in the Oklahoma
Chapter NCRS.  Don Partridge will be glad to accept
your money, or you can mail your 2015 dues payment
to:

Don Partridge
18606 East 96th St.
Broken Arrow, OK 74012

A special note to any new member who may have
joined since October, 2014.  Your payment then will
cover your 2015 dues also. If you have any questions,
call Don Partridge at  918 / 455-6574(H).

Don't delay!  Payment of dues is required to continue
receiving chapter benefits.

Remember ----  You must be a National NCRS
member in order to be an Oklahoma chapter member.
Checks should be made payable to Oklahoma
Chapter NCRS.

Thanks So Very Much
by  Brett Driscoll

Hooray! We had wonderful Chapter Meet
weekend despite the weather forecast.  You

really never know what spring time in Oklahoma will
bring. I want thank everyone in the Oklahoma Chapter
for making our last chapter meet a super event. I want
to especially thank  Mike Smith for providing Al
Grenning with transportation and for being such good
ambassador for our club.

Al told me he really enjoyed your friendly
companionship. I want to thank Bud Jessee for
allowing us to use his video projector. I also have to
thank Dominic White for allowing us to invade his
wonderful garage, Phil Gray helped out with seating
for our presentations. I have a great deal of gratitude
for each of you who brought cars out, and
appreciation for those of you who helped with the
judging of the cars.  Finally I want to thank all of you
who came out and just participated and made it an
awesome event.

If you haven’t made reservations for the Joplin NCRS
Regional there is still time. You should really consider
coming up for at least one day if not two and enjoying
the people and the cars.The events don’t get any
closer to town than this.

For those of you who purchased Chapter event
T-shirts, I will have them for you at Saturday’s
breakfast at Ollie’s Restaurant. There will also be
some available for purchase.



Wow, what a meet!
by Scott Pfuehler

W ith Brett leading, the Oklahoma Chapter of the NCRS put on a great chapter judging meet.  More
          Chapter members came out to judge and participate than ever have for a Chapter meet.  I’m pretty sure
that the prospect of five wonderful Corvettes to judge along with Bretts begging had something  to do with the
attendance.

Guess who got the long
distance award.  The
‘66 & the ZR1 were
both from south Tulsa,
so they were not far
from home and
although Kellyville is
further than Sapulpa,
that wasn’t it.  Now
Edmond is a ways up
the Turnpike but no
cigar there either. So it
must have been the ‘65
coupe that had New
Jersey license plates
since I think that is back
east somewhere. The
Oklahoma Chapter’s
judging reputation must
be really good for these
guys to travel all that
way.  Remember this is
my story and I can tell
it anyway I want.

While we are thanking
folks the first one has
to be Dominic White
who supplied us with a
day of his time along
with his facility for the
Oklahoma Chapter to
use for this Judging
Meet. Made coffee for
us too.  Everybody
stand up and say
Thank You to Dominic
when you see him.
Thank You Dominic.

Ever look around
during a meet such as
this and see just how
many things have to
come together for it to
happen?



A facility, judges, both
quality and quantity, lots
of paper products as in
judging supplies and
books and those things
called pencils. Pizza,
can’t judge squat without
pizza. And those other
groceries for the horde
of judges, chairs for the
seminar attendees and
all the projectors and
hardware for that
endeavor. The list goes
on.  Somebody has to
make it all happen and
usually it’s a long list of
chapter members who
make that seem
seamless.  The
reporting of results to
National, the tabulation
of the judging sheets.
The pooling of that
knowledge base that
happens when lots of
experienced guys come
out and mentor the new
guys.  Of course, it
makes the collective
guys all better at the
experience they can
provide to the members
who bring Corvettes to
be judged. without which
we cant have a Corvette
judging meet.

Now to everybody who
did that stuff, Thank
You.  I heard one guy
ask if we could do this
Judging Meet thing
more often because he
really enjoyed his time
with his fellow judges
and members.

So what do you say?
Can we have another
Oklahoma Chapter
Judging Meet like this
last one?



Chapter Judging Meet
It doesn’t get any better…

 by Don Ayers

A t least from the perspective of a relative new-comer to the
        classic Corvette vocation!  On Friday and Saturday April 17 &

18, 2015, the Oklahoma
Chapter pulled off an
incredible event worthy
of high praise and here’s
why.

Being new to the hobby
and the rarity of classic
Corvettes means that
every moment around
the cars is precious time
spent but more
importantly are the folks
willing to share their
time and prized
possessions with us.
As a bonus we were
treated to not only one
but two amazingly
educational
presentations by Al
Grenning, nationally
known researcher and
all around great guy.
The Chapter judging
gatherings should not
be underestimated in
their importance
regardless of your
position or intent to
have a car judged.  It’s
all in the details. isn’t
it?  Where else can a
classic Corvette
enthusiast delve into
the mechanical work of
art we call a car.
Coming from the
antique and classic
mahogany boat
vocation, we commonly
refer to our craft as
pure works of art.  I see the cars no differently. They are works of
art however they are also wonderful mechanical marvels for which
many of us don’t know or often have the chance to discover their

inner workings.  That’s where the importance of our Chapter comes into play.  Sure, as spectators we have
been around the occasional car show, however, that’s not really a place conducive of an in-depth education. At



the Chapter meet we get
a full-fledged emersion
into the subject matter at
hand with folks who are
there for one reason—to
share.

It’s amazing how much
there is to learn when
you move beyond the
form and open yourself
to the function.  For
example, this year there
were two maroon mid-
year cars and at first
glance they might
appear identical. Not the
case when time for
observation is expanded.
There must have been a
hundred little differences,
and to hear from the
proud owners and the
judges all the nuances
was incredible.  It can
truly be said that every
car is completely unique.

Being part of the judging
process or even in an
observer position is a
complete learning
experience, and it was
clear the amount of
knowledge the NCRS
has collected and placed
in our hands is
staggering. Next year’s
event is not to be
missed and we should
all feel very fortunate
that our local Chapter
has such dedicated
people to our education.

The only negative that could be said about the presentations by Al
Grenning is that it’s a darn shame we did not have an auditorium
full of every classic Corvette enthusiast/owner in the entire state of
Oklahoma.  Mr. Grenning’s materials and knowledge can only be
described as amazing.  Coming from the perspective knowing
virtually nothing,  I hung on every word said and every document
displayed.  Al has a great personality and a wit that can cut through
the BS in an instant.  Clearly he has dedicated a large portion of his
life to the pursuit of research and documentation.  “Knowledge is
power”, repeated Mr. Grenning frequently, also stating that the data



�
To the High BidderTo the High BidderTo the High BidderTo the High BidderTo the High Bidder
Intake manifold 3795397
Dated 4-23-62.
Fresh
skinning job.
Donated for
auction by
Rex Bowers
after owning
it for 30
years or so.

UpdateUpdateUpdateUpdateUpdate

The 56 Corvette nose is now
a donation to the Little Light House.

Thanks for the bids and to the high bidder.
Scott

Make your check out to the Little Light House.
Scott 437-4292

For Sale: 04 Corvette convertible, spiral gray-b lack/black,
23K miles, 6-speed, all options, pretty clean car, $26,500
or interesting C3 trades.

Mike Martin  918-606-0568, mikmart@cox.net

Corvette Classified

speaks for itself and doesn’t lie or care about judging
opinions.  While the data on engine stamp pads or in
original documents might cause concern for a very
small number in the hobby.  The vast majority benefit
from information he and others have collected.  What
struck me the most was Al’s statement about our
cars. “The cars we know and love are no longer just
cars; they are collectibles, and that changes things,
like it or not.”  How true that is, and we are all very
fortunate to have a great organization that facilitates
our collective appreciation and education.  See you
next year!

Joplin and the Oklahoma
Chapter of the NCRS

by Scott Pfuehler

A  big chunk of the Oklahoma Chapters DNA is
the result of many Regional Meets being held in

Joplin, sponsored by the Oklahoma Chapter and its
buddies.

And we are doing it again.  Although the Oklahoma
Chapter is not the lead organization, we will be deeply
involved and you get to be a part of that involvement.
Remember that Saturday breakfast meeting where we
all stood up and said, Hell, Yea!  We will help.  Its here
folks.

Mike Aichele has a roster of all the jobs, tasks, duties
and stuff to do both before the event and during it.
Call Mike and say, “Where and when do you want me,
‘cause I’ll be there.”

Here are some of the things the Oklahoma Chapter is
marked down to do.  An Awards Presentation Slide
Show, Car Placement, Floor Layout, Gifts for the
Judges and at Registration, Trailer & RV Parking & its
Security, the event photos,  a PV course of 10 miles
or so and General Security during the goings on.

That’s a bunch of stuff. So call Mike and say, (well,
you know what to say).

Now before everyone picks all the easy stuff, I want
you to call me (Scott C Pfuehler) and join me in the all
important job of Corvette placement on the Judging
floor.  To safely surround a Corvette being placed, we

Photo Credits  in this issue - Tim Zane &  Phil Gray

need three per team and two-three teams. I’ll get you
some sort of exact times and dates for this to happen,
but you can count on a rocking good time escorting
those mean machines to their spots.
Please call me.  Scott 437-5292



Bob Clark  •  Editor

10809 So. Louisville Ave.  •  Tulsa, OK 74137-6720

home • (918) 299-9001  •  work • (918) 298-2777

Fax - work 918-298-2778  •  home 918-298-9094

E-Mail  • vettefan66@sbcglobal.net

Upcoming Events

NCRS registered trademarks used in The Sidepipe are:
NCRS Founders Awards ®, NCRS Master Judges Awards
®, NCRS Performance Verification Awards ®, NCRS Flight
Awards ® and NCRS Sportsman Awards ® are registered
with the United States Department of Commerce and
Trademarks Office. Registration application is pending for
NCRS American Heritage Awards.

*** Please  think about writing an article or contributing an
item of interest for the newsletter.  This can be a tech tip
you've found, an article to reprint from another publication
that would be of interest, a personal experience that would
interest other members, or an item of news about the
chapter or its members.  Remember, include pictures  if you
can. Your Corvette classified ads are welcome, too. You can
mail, e-mail, FAX, or loan me a diskette or flash drive
(Windows or Macintosh ).  Remember!!  Your help  is
needed to make this newsletter a voice of our chapter !

NCRS Communication
To keep up to date with the latest news from your
Oklahoma Chapter NCRS and your Region VII Director,
be sure to advise Bob Clark or Don Partridge of any
e-mail address changes.  This also applies to phone
numbers and new mailing addresses.

If your address is not current, then you will not receive the
latest news and information.

Thanks also go to Jim
Elder, Neal Kennedy, and
Verle Randolph for their
continuing help in folding
and mailing.

Thanks to
Brad Williams and

Mazzio’s for continuing
to support the

Oklahoma Chapter
NCRS.

We appreciate your
help.

Thanks to Phil Gray, Tim
Zane, Brett Driscoll, Scott
Pfuehler and Don Ayers for
their contributions to this
issue.

May     2    Oklahoma Chapter Breakfast Meeting - Ollie’s Station Restaurant  - 4070 Southwest Blvd - Tulsa, OK
May 14-17  Heart of America NCRS Regional - Holiday Inn Convention Center - Joplin, Missouri -See Driveline for info
May    21     Attitude Adjustment Night - Rib Crib Restaurant - 8040 South Yale Ave. - Tulsa, OK
June    4      Oklahoma Chapter Breakfast Meeting - Ollie’s Station Restaurant  - 4070 Southwest Blvd - Tulsa, OK
July 19-24   NCRS National Convention - Denver, Colorado - See Driveline for info
Aug  21-23  Cirvette Carlisle - Carlisle, Pennsylvania

918.948.6589


